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ABSTRACT

Interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) have low proton beta across a broad range of helio-

centric distances and a magnetic flux rope structure at large scales, making them a unique environment

for studying solar wind fluctuations. Power spectra of magnetic field fluctuations in 28 ICMEs ob-

served between 0.25 and 0.95 au by Solar Orbiter and Parker Solar Probe have been examined. At

large scales, the spectra were dominated by power contained in the flux ropes. Subtraction of the

background flux rope fields reduced the mean spectral index from −5/3 to −3/2 at kdi ≤ 10−3. Rope

subtraction also revealed shorter correlation lengths in the magnetic field. The spectral index was

typically near −5/3 and radially invariant in the inertial range regardless of rope subtraction, and

steepened to values consistently below −3 with transition to kinetic scales. The high-frequency break

point terminating the inertial range evolved almost linearly with radial distance and was closer in

scale to the proton inertial length than the proton gyroscale, as expected for plasma at low proton

beta. Magnetic compressibility at inertial scales did not grow with radial distance, in contrast to the

solar wind generally. In ICMEs, the distinctive spectral properties at injection scales appear mostly

determined by the global flux rope structure while transition-kinetic properties are more influenced

by the low proton beta; the intervening inertial range appears independent of both ICME features,

indicative of a system-independent scaling of the turbulence.

Keywords: Solar coronal mass ejections (310) – Interplanetary magnetic fields (824) – Interplanetary

turbulence (830) – Solar wind (1534)

1. INTRODUCTION

Alongside the continuous outflows of the fast and

slow solar winds, interplanetary coronal mass ejections

(ICMEs; Kilpua et al. 2017) represent a third, impul-

sive type of solar wind in the heliosphere. The plasma,

magnetic field, and compositional properties of ICMEs

differ to those of the other solar wind types in various

significant ways (Zurbuchen & Richardson 2006), mak-

ing ICMEs a distinctive environment for investigating a

range of space plasma phenomena.

A characteristic signature of ICME wind at 1 au is

the dominance of magnetic pressure over the ion com-

ponent of the plasma pressure (i.e. βi ≪ 1), a result of

Corresponding author: S. W. Good
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strong magnetic fields combined with low proton tem-

peratures. Strong fields in ICMEs are often associated

with the presence of large-scale, nearly force-free mag-

netic flux ropes (Goldstein 1983). An ICME is the inter-

planetary manifestation of an erupted coronal flux rope,

although ICMEs are not always observed to have a flux

rope structure in situ (e.g. Cane & Richardson 2003).

ICMEs typically have field strengths in excess of the am-

bient solar wind field across a wide range of heliocentric

distances (e.g. Wang et al. 2005). Low proton tempera-

tures and the absence of a proton temperature-velocity

correlation in ICMEs have been attributed to rapid ex-

pansion close to the Sun (e.g. Matthaeus et al. 2006) and

to the dominance of magnetic forces in the magnetically

closed structure of an ICME flux rope (Démoulin 2009).

When modeled with polytropes, ICMEs show a non-

adiabatic expansion with radial distance that suggests

some local heating by turbulence (Liu et al. 2006) as
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in the solar wind generally. The radial evolution of the

magnetic field strength, proton temperature, and den-

sity in ICMEs are such that low βi is maintained within

ICMEs from the Sun to 1 au and beyond. This contrasts

to the fast and slow winds, in which βi approaches unity

well before reaching 1 au.

Like other types of solar wind, ICMEs contain fluctu-

ations at all measurable scales (e.g. Leamon et al. 1998)

though at relatively small amplitudes (Borovsky et al.

2019). The canonical power spectrum of fluctuations in

the interplanetary magnetic field comprises distinctive

power-law ranges (e.g Verscharen et al. 2019). These

include a k−1 wavenumber spectrum (‘1/f range’ or

‘injection range’) of non-interacting fluctuations at spa-

tial scales exceeding the correlation length, thought to

be an imprint from the wind’s coronal sources. These

large-scale fluctuations supply energy to a magnetohy-

drodynamic (MHD) cascade with a k−3/2 or k−5/3 spec-

trum between the correlation length and ion scales, the

spectral indices in this ‘inertial range’ being in agree-

ment with various theories of Alfvénic MHD turbulence

(Schekochihin 2022). Depending on the precise defi-

nition of compressibility used, typically 2-10% of to-

tal fluctuation power is contained within compressive

modes at MHD scales (Chen 2016). At ion scales, spec-

tra with power-law indices significantly less than the

−7/3 and −8/3 indices predicted for kinetic Alfvén wave

turbulence may be observed; this range, which arises

from a gradual transition between the MHD and kinetic

regimes, is more consistently observed near the Sun than

at 1 au (Bowen et al. 2020, and references therein). At

still smaller scales, ion-kinetic effects become fully de-

veloped and a k−2.8 spectrum, most likely dominated

by kinetic Alfvén wave turbulence, is present.

In this Letter, we present spectral analysis of magnetic

field fluctuations within ICMEs in terms of the phe-

nomenology described above. For this analysis, ICMEs

observed by the Solar Orbiter (SolO; Müller et al. 2020)

and Parker Solar Probe (PSP; Fox et al. 2016) space-

craft have been selected, allowing the radial evolution of

spectral properties in the inner heliosphere to be probed.

A focus of the study has been to consider how cer-

tain well-known properties that distinguish ICME wind

from other wind types – namely, background fields with

a flux rope geometry and low proton β across a wide

range of heliocentric distances – may affect various spec-

tral properties relating to MHD turbulence. Properties

analyzed include fluctuation power and compressibility,

spectral indices and break scales, and correlation lengths

in the magnetic field. More broadly, we consider whether

ICMEs support turbulence that is different in nature to

the turbulence present in non-ICME wind occupying a

similar parameter regime (e.g. the near-Sun wind at low

βi), and, if there is some difference, whether the ICME

environment could provide a new regime for understand-

ing aspects of the turbulence.

2. DATA AND METHODS

The Helio4Cast ICMECAT database (Möstl et al.

2017, 2020) provides a regularly updated list of ICMEs

observed by SolO and PSP. From the current list, a to-

tal of 28 ICME intervals with good magnetic field and

plasma data coverage were identified and selected for

analysis; details of these ICMEs are listed in the Ap-

pendix. The ICMEs were observed at heliocentric dis-

tances ranging from 0.25 to 0.95 au. All of the selected

ICMEs had mean proton β less than 0.4 and at least

some coherent rotation of the large-scale magnetic field,

signatures characteristic of magnetic clouds. The mean

value of proton β across all events was 0.16. Only the

proton contribution to βi has been considered, and βi

is hereafter equated with proton β. Magnetic field data

from the SolO/MAG instrument (Horbury et al. 2020)

and PSP/FIELDS instrument suite (Bale et al. 2016),

and ion moments from the SolO/SWA (Owen et al.

2020) and PSP/SWEAP-SPC instrument suites (Kasper

et al. 2016), have been used. The SolO/MAG data were

at ∼0.127 s resolution and PSP/FIELDS data at 0.007

to 0.438 s resolution (typically 0.11 s), while data reso-

lution from the plasma instruments varied between ∼1

and 28 s. Power spectral densities (PSDs) of magnetic

field fluctuations in the ICME intervals have been deter-

mined using a multitapered fast-Fourier transform with

bandwidth product NW = 5/2.

3. ANALYSIS

We begin this section by summarizing key features

identified in the spectra, with the analysis described in

detail in the following subsections. Figure 1 shows the

smoothed, mean-subtracted, trace PSD (equivalent to

the total power in fluctuations of the magnetic field vec-

tor) as a function of spacecraft-frame frequency, fsc, for

a selection of the ICMEs analyzed. The spectra are

color-coded according to heliocentric distance, r. There

is a general trend toward lower fluctuation power with

increasing r at all frequencies. A similar trend can be

seen in an analogous figure with solar wind intervals by

Chen et al. (2020), but with PSD lower in the ICMEs

(e.g. by a factor of ∼5 at fsc = 10−2 Hz) at most scales

for a given r. The spectral indices are typically close to

−5/3 at fsc ≲ 10−1 Hz in the inertial range, with steep-

ening of the spectral slopes characteristic of a transition

toward the kinetic range evident at higher frequencies

(Section 3.1). Only irregular signatures of an 1/f range
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Figure 1. Smoothed, trace PSD of magnetic field fluctu-
ations for a selection of the ICMEs analyzed. Red points
mark spectral break frequencies.

are present at low frequencies; at fsc ≲ 10−3 Hz, slopes

are in some cases steeper than −5/3 due to power in

the flux rope fields (Sections 3.1 and 3.3). The spectral

breaks at the high-frequency end of the inertial range,

marked with the red points in Figure 1, show an almost

linear tendency towards lower frequencies with r (Sec-

tion 3.4).

3.1. Spectral Breaks and Slopes

The top panels in Figure 2 show the trace PSD for

two of the ICMEs, one observed by PSP at 0.39 au and

the other by SolO at 0.89 au. Solid black lines represent

power-law fits in the inertial and transition ranges. The

fits have been extrapolated until they intersect, with the

intersection point giving the spectral break frequency,

fb. The fits were applied to linear regions of the spec-

tra such that fb approximately coincides with the mid-

point of the frequency range where the spectral slope,

α, steepens in the transition range. The bottom panels

in Figure 2 show α values calculated using a sliding win-

dow, with errors determined from the linear fit quality.

For both ICMEs, it can be seen that α mostly fluctuates

between −1 and −2 at fsc ≤ 10−2 Hz, is approximately

−5/3 at 10−2 Hz ≤ fsc ≤ 10−1 Hz, and steepens to

values below −3 at higher frequencies.

Spacecraft-frame frequencies associated with the pro-

ton gyroscale, ρi, and the proton inertial length, di,

are marked in the figure. Applying Taylor’s hypothesis,

which gives wavenumber k = 2πfsc/⟨v⟩ in the plasma

frame, it may be shown that

kρi =
2π

√
2kB⟨Ti⟩mi

e⟨v⟩⟨B⟩
fsc (1)

and

kdi =
2π

e⟨v⟩

√
mi

µ0⟨n⟩
fsc, (2)

where Ti, mi, e, and v are the proton temperature, mass,

charge and speed, respectively, and angle brackets de-

note interval time averages. Thus spacecraft-frame fre-

quencies fρi
and fdi

in Figure 2 correspond to the scales

at which kρi = 1 and kdi = 1, respectively. It can be

seen that fb is closer to fdi
than to fρi

in both of the

examples shown.

Of the 28 ICME intervals analyzed, 16 had spec-

tra without any significant non-power-law features (e.g.

spikes, humps, or noise-floor flattening) near the spec-

tral break. For these 16 spectra, fb could be accurately

determined. The top panel of Figure 3 shows the ra-

tio of fb to fρi
and fdi

for the 16 events, as a function

of the mean βi value in each ICME. Across the range

of relatively low βi examined, fb/fdi was nearer unity

than fb/fρi
, but with fb/fρi

approaching unity as βi in-

creased. This trend is in agreement with the findings of

Chen et al. (2014), who determined that di is systemat-

ically closer to the observed break scale at low βi and ρi
is closer at high βi.

In order to make comparisons in the same reference

frame and in terms of more physically meaningful units
(e.g. Wicks et al. 2010a), all of the spectra are henceforth

considered as a function of kdi rather than fsc, with con-

version from fsc given by Equation 2. The bottom panel

of Figure 3 shows the sliding-window profile of α across

the inertial and ion-kinetic ranges (10−4 < kdi ≤ 3), av-

eraged across all events. Standard deviations are indi-

cated by error bars. It can be seen that α is near −5/3

at kdi ≲ 0.2 in the inertial range and steepens to ap-

proximately −3.5 at kdi > 1 in the kinetic range, but

with high variability between events in the latter case.

Variability is similarly large at kdi ≲ 3 × 10−3, where

there is some indication of α being closer to −3/2 than

−5/3. However, single fits at kdi ≤ 10−3 that include

points below the kdi ≃ 10−4 cutoff in Figure 3 give a

mean α ≃ −5/3. The nature of the spectrum at low kdi
is further considered in Section 3.3. We note also that

none of the trends identified in Figure 3 showed a signif-
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Figure 2. Example spectra from two ICMEs. From top to bottom, the panels show the trace PSD with power-law fits in
the inertial and transition ranges, magnetic compressibility spectrum, and spectral index of the trace PSD. Vertical lines mark
spacecraft-frame frequencies associated with the spectral break point, fb, the kρi = 1 scale, fρi , and the kdi = 1 scale, fdi .
Horizontal lines in the bottom panels mark characteristic α values (−1, −5/3, and −2.8).

icant dependence on r. Radial evolution is considered

explicitly in Section 3.4.

3.2. Compressibility Spectra

The middle panels of Figure 2 show the magnetic com-

pressibility, C = (δ|B |/|δB |)2, here obtained by divid-

ing the PSD of fluctuations in the magnetic field mag-

nitude by the trace PSD (e.g. Telloni et al. 2021; Zhao

et al. 2021). Compressibility gives the fraction of total

fluctuation power in non-Alfvénic compressions as mea-

sured by δ|B |. The smoothed spectra of C given by

the darker overlaying lines show the same trend in both

ICMEs: a broad minimum centered in the inertial range

and rising values through the transition range, with the

rise beginning at fsc < fb. A gradual plateauing of the

rise can be seen between fdi and fρi with C reaching

∼1/3 at the highest frequencies, this value being con-

sistent with variance isotropy saturation (e.g. Matteini

et al. 2020). The C values in the inertial range are sim-

ilar to those typically seen in non-ICME wind in the

inner heliosphere (Chen et al. 2020), but with δB and

δ|B | power both at lower levels in the ICMEs.

Smoothed compressibility spectra for 15 events are

shown in the middle panel of Figure 3, color-coded to
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βi. A moderate correlation between C and βi that is

qualitatively consistent with an expected relationship

(discussed in Section 4) can be seen in Figure 3 at iner-

tial scales. The spectra generally take sigmoid forms for

kdi ≳ 0.1, converging to C ∼ 1/3 at kdi ≳ 3.

3.3. Correlation Lengths and Flux Rope Fields

We now turn to the low-frequency limit of the inertial

range, which is often found at scales near the correlation

length. Magnetic field correlation lengths, λ, have been

determined for 27 of the ICMEs using data at 1 min res-

olution. The ICME with the shortest duration (197 min)

has been excluded from this analysis. For each ICME,

the autocorrelation of a 224-min interval starting from

the leading edge has been calculated, with lags, τ , rang-

ing from 0 to 112 min. The interval length has been

chosen to equal two-thirds the duration of the shortest-

duration ICME analyzed. An autocorrelation curve for

each field component j = {R, T,N} has been obtained

and replotted as a function of spatial scale l = ⟨v⟩τ ,

where ⟨v⟩ is the mean proton speed in the ICME. The

curves have then been fitted with exponentials of the

form e−l/λj , with the average of the three λj values,

λ, taken as the overall value for the ICME interval. A

similar technique has been used by Wicks et al. (2010b).

The correlation length determined in this way is likely

sensitive to the spatial variation of the ICME’s flux rope

structure. To reduce this sensitivity, and thus to esti-

mate the correlation length of the fluctuations rather

than the background structure, correlation lengths have

also been calculated with subtraction of the background

field from the timeseries before performing the autocor-

relation. The background field has been estimated with

(i) the mean of each field component in the interval and

(ii) with a Gold-Hoyle (GH) fit to the ICME flux rope

(Farrugia et al. 1999), giving correlation lengths λM and

λGH , respectively. The axial, poloidal, and radial com-

ponents of the GH flux rope in cylindrical coordinates

are given by

Bz(ρ) = B0/(1 + Γ2ρ2) (3a)

Bϕ(ρ) = ΓρB0/(1 + Γ2ρ2) (3b)

Bρ(ρ) = 0 (3c)

respectively, where fit-obtained constants B0 and Γ are

the field magnitude at the axis and the field-line twist

per unit length, respectively, and ρ is the radial distance

from the axis. Of the 27 ICMEs analyzed, 15 could be

well fitted with the GH rope model. Key parameters of

the 15 fits are listed in the Appendix. Further details of

the GH fitting procedure are described by Kilpua et al.

(2019) and Good et al. (2019).

The top-left panel of Figure 4 shows the magnetic field

timeseries of an example ICME in RTN coordinates,

with horizontal lines corresponding to the component

mean values and smooth lines to the GH fit profile. The

rotation of the magnetic field at the scale of the ICME

duration is well captured by the GH fit, and is a better

approximation of the ICME’s structure than the com-

ponent mean values. The bottom left panel in Figure 4

shows the trace PSD for the same ICME with subtrac-

tion of the mean field (i.e. PSD calculated in the usual

way) and with subtraction of the GH fit. While the

mean-subtracted and GH-subtracted spectra overlap at

kdi ≳ 10−4, it can be seen that power at the lowest

frequencies (equivalent to the largest spatial scales) is

reduced in the GH-subtracted spectrum, with a corre-

sponding reduction in the spectral index from −1.36 to

−1.21 at kdi ≤ 10−3. Across all ICMEs fitted with

the GH model, the average spectral index reduced from

−1.65 in the mean-subtracted spectra to −1.53 in the

GH-subtracted spectra at kdi ≤ 10−3. Also displayed
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in Figure 4 is the PSD of the GH fit profile (gold line,

right panel), which shows the power contained within

the low-frequency, large-amplitude rotation of the flux

rope field. The significantly enhanced power and steep

slopes seen at low frequencies in Figures 1 and 2 are due

to such fields.

The bottom-left panel in Figure 4 shows the three

ICME correlation lengths versus ICME radial width,

L = ⟨v⟩T , where T is the ICME duration. The mean

values of λ, λM and λGH are 2.3, 1.8 and 1.4× 106 km,

respectively, with λ also being larger than both λM and

λGH in all ICMEs individually. All three ICME corre-

lation lengths tend to increase with L, and in all cases

are significantly less than L. Five-point running average

lines indicate some levelling-off in the increase in corre-

lation lengths at large L, consistent with a nonlinear

trend.

3.4. Radial Evolution

Figure 5 shows a range of parameters calculated in

the ICME intervals as a function of r, with points color-

coded to βi. Values in the top four panels are averages

in the inertial range at 10−2 ≤ kdi ≤ 10−1. Power-law

fits of the form rγr are displayed in red, with uncertain-

ties in γr determined from the spread in points around

the fit lines. For some parameters, it can be seen qual-

itatively that at least some of this spread is due to a

dependence on βi; dependencies on βi in terms of β
γβ

i

power-law fits have also been estimated. Given that

the βi dependencies were determined from a relatively

narrow range of low-βi values, they may be less accurate

than the estimated r dependencies, or may only be valid

at low βi. There is some indication of a weak growth in

βi with r (βi ∝ r0.38±1.29), although there is no statisti-

cally significant trend, with a scatter in βi values at all

r.
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show power-law fits as a function of r.

The integrated power, δB2, shows a strong r depen-

dence (γr = −1.52) and weak βi dependence (γβ =

−0.22), while the fluctuation amplitude normalized to

the mean field strength across the interval, δB/⟨B⟩ =√
δB2/⟨B⟩, grows weakly with r (γr = 0.50) and βi

(γβ = 0.26). Magnetic compressibility, C, shows a sig-

nificant βi dependence (γβ = 0.77) and negligible r de-

pendence (γr = −0.16). The inertial range spectral in-

dex, α, is invariant with both r and βi (γr = −0.01,

γβ = −0.004). The fb ∝ r−0.86 dependence is slightly

weaker than the r−1.09 dependence found by Bruno &

Trenchi (2014) in fast wind and the r−1.11 dependence

found by Duan et al. (2020) in slow wind. Similarly to

the fb/fdi
ratio (Figure 3), the value of fb is only very

weakly dependent on βi within the low-βi range exam-

ined here (γβ = −0.19). The growth with r in the mean-

subtracted correlation length, λM (γr = 0.81), is weaker

than that of the ICME radial width, L (γr = 1.52), con-

sistent with the trend seen in the top-right panel of Fig-

ure 4. Ruiz et al. (2014) found an r−0.43 dependence for

the correlation length in ecliptic solar wind, a somewhat

weaker dependence than our finding for ICMEs. How-

ever, the mean value found by Ruiz. et al. in ICMEs at

1 au (2.33× 106 km) is consistent with our trend.

4. DISCUSSION

At large scales (kdi ≤ 10−3), removal of the flux rope

fields rather than the mean fields reduced the mean spec-

tral slope to −3/2 from −5/3. Subtraction of the flux

rope field is a form of detrending or frequency filtering

that removes power in the spectrum associated with ro-

tation of the background field, a signature of the flux

rope transit over the spacecraft. Time-varying back-

ground fields in ICME intervals contrast with the ap-

proximately constant, Parker-spiral background in the

solar wind more generally. It has been implicitly as-

sumed that the flux rope field is a passive background

that does not participate in the turbulent cascade, with

the residual timeseries representing waves, turbulence,

or structures not related to the global flux rope. The

shallower slopes found at large scales with subtraction

of the flux rope field may represent a distinct sub-region

of the inertial range or a roll-over toward a 1/f range.

Sliding-window estimates of the spectral index in some

cases do show α ∼ −1 values at large scales with or with-

out flux rope subtraction, but only sporadically. The

properties of the fluctuations at these scales merit fur-

ther investigation given their potential role in supplying

energy to the turbulent cascade at smaller scales.

Correlation lengths of ∼4-hr intervals were longer in

the total ICME fields than in the residual fields (mean

or flux-rope-subtracted). Longer correlation lengths in

the total field were likely due to the dominant influence

of the background field rotation, with strongly autocor-

related variations at timescales of order ∼1 hr. ICMEs

not displaying simple rotations in the background field

may also have ordered global structures with relatively

long correlation lengths. The correlation lengths in the
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background-subtracted fields may be related to the outer

scale of turbulence, or, alternatively, to some typical

mesoscale length of ICME substructure (Lugaz et al.

2018). Taking the mean-subtracted correlation length,

λM , as the turbulent outer scale and the high-frequency

break scale calculated with Taylor’s hypothesis, lb, as

the inner scale, then the span of the inertial range de-

fined as λM/lb was approximately invariant with r and

βi, at a constant value of 2.0± 1.2× 104 in the ICMEs

analyzed. Correlation lengths increased with radial dis-

tance (as in the solar wind generally) and with the ICME

radial width, L. Treating L as the system scale size,

then the normalized correlation length, λM/L, weakly

fell with r, i.e. L increased more strongly than λM with

r.

At kdi ≳ 10−3, spectral indices in the ICMEs were

the same in the mean and flux-rope-subtracted fields.

The presence at inertial scales of a −5/3 index across a

range of heliocentric distances suggests turbulent states

that are already well developed close to the Sun, that

develop independently of the specific energy injection

processes occurring at larger scales, and that may be re-

lated to the low cross helicity commonly found in ICMEs

(Good et al. 2020, 2022; Soljento et al. 2023). Low

cross helicity and an associated −5/3 index (Podesta &

Borovsky 2010) may in turn be general features of solar

wind originating from closed-field regions in the corona

(e.g. Borovsky et al. 2019). For example, solar wind

near the heliospheric current sheet (HCS) has also been

observed to have a −5/3 index close to the Sun (Chen

et al. 2021), in contrast to the more typical −3/2 value

seen further from the HCS at the same distances (e.g.

Chen et al. 2020); the radial evolution from a −3/2 to

−5/3 index seen in the solar wind away from the HCS

is likely caused by an evolution in cross helicity from

highly imbalanced to balanced values (McIntyre et al.

2023). Like most ICMEs, the HCS forms at the closed-

field streamer belt, and ICMEs often locally replace the

HCS in situ (Crooker et al. 1998): thus some similarity

between inertial-range spectral properties of near-HCS

and ICME plasma might be expected. Steepening of the

spectral index to values significantly below −2.8 in the

transition range was observed consistently at all radial

distances, unlike in the solar wind more generally. This

behavior may be related to the ICMEs’ low βi, a depen-

dency recently highlighted by Matteini et al. (2020).

The approximate invariance of magnetic compressibil-

ity with r is notable. It has been suggested by Ver-

scharen et al. (2017) that the small amount of compres-

sive fluctuation power in the solar wind is primarily due

to the MHD slow mode rather than the kinetic slow

mode. By assuming that the majority incompressible

power is due to the MHD Alfvén mode, Chen et al.

(2020) find that the magnetic compressibility is given

by C = (ϵ2βiγ sin
4 θkB)/2, where ϵ is the Alfvén-to-

slow-mode amplitude ratio, γ is the adiabatic index, and

θkB is the slow-mode propagation angle relative to the

mean field. Assuming further that γ and θkB ∼ 90◦ are

constant with r, the C ∝ r−0.16 and βi ∝ r0.38 depen-

dencies found in the ICMEs suggests that ϵ2 ∝ r−0.54.

While this estimate carries a large uncertainty, it indi-

cates that ICMEs are a plasma environment in which

the slow mode does not develop (or is even suppressed)

relative to the Alfvén mode with heliocentric distance, in

contrast to the solar wind more generally. The particu-

larly low power in compressive modes, which are a source

of ion heating at inertial scales (Schekochihin et al. 2019,

and references therein), may partly contribute to the

low proton temperatures observed in ICMEs. A bet-

ter understanding of turbulent heating in ICMEs could

provide more stringent constraints for modeling their

thermodynamic evolution with radial distance, and thus

lead to more accurate modeling of ICME expansion and

propagation for space weather prediction purposes.

5. CONCLUSION

We have analyzed power spectra of magnetic field fluc-

tuations within 28 ICMEs observed throughout the in-

ner heliosphere by the PSP and SolO spacecraft. Low βi

across a wide range of heliocentric distances and a global

magnetic flux rope structure make ICMEs a distinctive

space plasma environment. At large spatial scales com-

parable to the correlation length (kdi ≲ 10−4), a signif-

icant fraction of power was contained within the back-

ground flux rope fields of the ICMEs. Subtraction of

these fields from the timeseries revealed shorter corre-

lation lengths and shallower spectral slopes that on av-

erage reduced from −5/3 to −3/2 at kdi ≤ 10−3, with

some sporadic signatures of a −1 slope also at these

scales. The mean value of the spectral slope deep in

the inertial range was −5/3 and did not show the −3/2

to −5/3 radial evolution observed in non-ICME wind

away from the HCS. The inertial range terminated at

scales closer to the proton inertial length than the pro-

ton gyroscale, consistent with previous analysis of low-

βi plasma. Steepening of the spectral slope to values

below −3 in the transition range was observed at all ra-

dial distances. Magnetic compressibility in the inertial

range held similar values to the non-ICME wind in the

inner heliosphere but did not grow with radial distance

to 1 au, likely mirroring very weak radial variations in

βi and the Alfvén-to-slow-mode fraction. Scaling of the

Alfvénic turbulence in the inertial range appears to be

independent of the global flux rope structure and low
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βi that characterize ICMEs, suggestive of its universal,

system-independent nature.
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APPENDIX

The start and end times of the ICMEs analyzed in this study are listed in Table 1, and are taken from the Helio4Cast

ICMECAT database (https://helioforecast.space/icmecat). For those ICMEs that have been fitted with the Gold-Hoyle

flux rope model, key parameters of the fits are also listed in the table. The fit parameters include: impact parameter

of the spacecraft with the flux rope, p (‘0’ indicating an axis encounter, ‘1’ an edge encounter); the angle between the

rope axis and the R–T plane, θ0; the angle between the projection of the rope axis onto the R–T plane and the R

direction, ϕ0; the magnetic field strength at the rope axis, B0; and the field-line twist per unit length, T .

Table 1. List of ICMEs Analyzed

Event number Start time (UT) End time (UT) Spacecraft r (au) p θ0 (o) ϕ0 (o) B0 (nT) T (au−1)

1 2018-10-30 20:25 2018-10-31 08:19 PSP 0.26 0.17 -11 153 56.0 -5.2

2 2018-11-11 23:51 2018-11-12 05:59 PSP 0.25 0.21 18 79 100.6 7.3

3 2019-03-15 12:11 2019-03-15 17:49 PSP 0.55 0.49 10 106 36.0 3.6

4 2019-03-24 03:45 2019-03-24 17:38 PSP 0.39 0.58 31 119 36.7 3.0

5 2020-02-11 05:08 2020-02-11 11:35 PSP 0.42 0.02 10 89 43.6 4.6

6 2020-05-28 08:50 2020-05-28 14:59 PSP 0.35 – – – – –

7 2020-06-23 07:07 2020-06-23 16:52 PSP 0.48 0.70 39 310 20.1 -2.7

8 2020-06-25 15:59 2020-06-26 08:15 PSP 0.52 – – – – –

9 2020-09-12 13:33 2020-09-12 19:35 PSP 0.47 0.56 32 322 23.7 7.3

10 2020-10-28 13:24 2020-10-28 16:41 PSP 0.70 – – – – –

11 2021-02-11 16:17 2021-02-12 00:57 PSP 0.63 0.26 15 291 15.4 2.6

12 2021-02-12 11:17 2021-02-12 23:59 PSP 0.64 – – – – –

13 2021-05-06 18:26 2021-05-07 15:07 SolO 0.91 0.48 18 250 13.6 -3.1

14 2021-05-10 14:01 2021-05-11 11:39 SolO 0.92 – – – – –

15 2021-05-27 20:14 2021-05-28 10:27 SolO 0.95 0.06 2 274 11.1 4.0

16 2021-05-30 14:18 2021-05-31 00:44 PSP 0.70 – – – – –

17 2021-06-10 16:52 2021-06-11 08:53 PSP 0.77 – – – – –

18 2021-06-12 09:20 2021-06-13 01:12 PSP 0.77 – – – – –

19 2021-06-21 12:22 2021-06-22 01:29 SolO 0.93 – – – – –

20 2021-06-22 22:28 2021-06-23 10:50 SolO 0.93 – – – – –

21 2021-06-24 08:10 2021-06-25 06:05 PSP 0.78 – – – – –

22 2021-07-11 10:25 2021-07-11 18:31 PSP 0.68 – – – – –

23 2021-08-25 01:06 2021-08-25 10:43 SolO 0.63 0.04 5 272 16.2 -2.3

24 2021-10-04 07:01 2021-10-04 12:59 SolO 0.65 0.18 -7 285 11.6 -6.6

25 2021-10-05 05:09 2021-10-05 11:00 SolO 0.66 – – – – –

26 2021-10-15 09:54 2021-10-15 23:11 SolO 0.72 0.01 -28 271 14.7 -2.2

27 2021-11-04 01:25 2021-11-04 19:47 SolO 0.83 0.31 64 311 20.6 -1.0

28 2022-01-25 14:02 2022-01-27 07:15 SolO 0.89 0.12 -5 261 12.5 -0.7
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